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cold war arms race documents
Both global superpowers are building up their
capacity for surging robotic warfare. What
happens next is anyone's guess.

is the next cold war a drone-swarm race
between us and china?
Gordon and Jonathan Rosenberg (eds), Cold War
Statesmen Confront the Bomb: Nuclear
Diplomacy since 1945 (1999). Eric Schlosser,
Command and Control (London, 2013). Martin
Sherwin, A World Destroyed:

living with the bomb: an international
history of nuclear weapons and the arms
race from the second world war to the end of
the cold war
and Gottfried played a lead role in establishing
these efforts during the peak of the Cold War
arms race. In 1969 he led the teams that
produced the first UCS reports on ballistic
missile defense and

kurt gottfried, 1929-2022
All of these reflected contemporary fears that the
cold-war arms race was spinning out of control.
The genre receded in the 1990s and 2000s:
nuclear weapons were tools of the past. Yet
Russia’s

what would nuclear war look like in the 21st
century?
The Cold War refers to the period after World
War Two when growing tensions between the
Soviet Union and the US led to an arms race and
the threat of renewed conflict. With both sides
owning huge

cold war: 'built among the hedges for
armageddon'
While Russia has said it will not resume explosive
testing unless the United States does,
uncertainty around the global commitment
against nuclear testing increases the danger of a
new arms race.

nuclear weapons worldwide
The Cold War-era bomber–missile gap was
illusory, but it sparked a nuclear arms race with
devastating political, environmental and
psychological consequences. It was also
extraordinarily

opinion columnists
Casey’s “Up in Arms” is well written and clearly
the product of prodigious research; it also shows
how Cold War comparisons can or explore
themes of race. Each week, top authors and

what’s the quickest path to world war iii?
The world’s only AI superpowers are engaged in
an arms race for swarming drones that is
reminiscent of the Cold War, except drone
technology will be far more difficult to contain
than nuclear

competition to develop military drones could
fuel global arms race
Here’s a bit of history that I knew, but didn’t
really know, until I read James Fok’s excellent
new book, Financial Cold War: A View in a geo-
economic ‘arms race’, a financial

how china and the u.s. can avoid a financial
cold war
Wartime bomb production and a Cold War
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missile site fouled the groundwater near Mead.
The federal government wants defense
contractors to foot a clean-up bill of more than
$125 million.

feds seek at least $125 million damages for
cold war chemical spill at nebraska missile
site
Russia Says Main Chance for Dialogue With US
Is on Arms, Including in Space MOSCOW
(Reuters) - Russia said on Friday that strategic
security issues, including space-based weapons,
were the main

russia says main chance for dialogue with us
is on arms, including in space

As their rivalry intensifies, U.S. and Chinese
military planners are gearing up for a new kind
of warfare in which squadrons of air and sea
drones equipped with artificial intelligence work

us-china competition to field military drone
swarms could fuel global arms race
MOSCOW (Reuters) -Russia said on Monday that
U.S., British and French military support for
Ukraine has pushed the world to the brink of a
direct clash between the world’s biggest nuclear
powers
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